
Ann Mwangi Mvurya - The Beautiful Mossad Agent 


Now, we can authoritatively say that University of Nairobi Students Association (UNSA) 
President - Ms Ann Mwangi Mvurya - is a Mossad-Kenyan (see “Meet the Mossad-
Kenyans” below). However, we can continue referring to her by that name, since we do 
not know her real name, and will probably never know it.




Even though Ms Mvurya was sent to Kenya to eventually harm us, the fact is that she was 
simply following orders. Even when soldiers are captured by their enemies during war, 
they are supposed to be treated humanely, since they were only following orders from 
their commander-in-chief.


Looking at her situation, it is obvious that she has sacrificed a lot for her country.


UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI STUDENTS ASSOCIATION (UNSA) PRESIDENT - ANN 
MWANGI MVURYA



Imagine being ordered by your boss to become the mistress of a sewer rat like Nairobi 
Governor Mike Sonko…And on top of that, you are also ordered to make sure you have 
his baby!




NAIROBI GOVERNOR MIKE SONKO



The least one would expect her bosses to do for her now that she has been outed, is to 
let her rest and reconcile with her current unexpected circumstances.


Hounding Ann to give media interviews in order to try to refute the fact that she is a 
Mossad-Kenyan, is not only a futile exercise, it is humiliating to her as a human being.


If she is already in Israel, I wish her the best. She deserves to live happily, after such a 
sacrifice for her country’s extraordinary ambitions.


If she is holed up at the Israeli Embassy in Nairobi, how are they going to fly her out of the 
country?


Mossad - A Spy Agency Like No Other 

Never underestimate Mossad. In the Silvia Romano case, when the story of her 
kidnapping refused to die away, even after almost 2 years, they flew her from Israel to 
Somalia, and organised for her quick “rescue”.


The international media they control reported that Silvia had been rescued in Somalia 
after an “intelligence-led operation”. Case closed.


Something very interesting about the Silvia Romano case: Even Somalia media reporting 
about her “rescue”, quoted foreign media! ZERO details about Silvia Romano from the 
ground. You can’t make this stuff up.


How will they solve this problem of Ann Mwangi Mvurya?




Will they “produce” Ann and have her walking on the streets of Nairobi in broad daylight?


If she is in Israel, they can bring her back to Kenya, the same way they took her from 
Kenya to Israel. If she is holed up at the Israeli Embassy in Nairobi, they would just need 
to transport and drop her off clandestinely in the CBD.


Consider the following: If Ann is photographed on Nairobi streets, and you are the Kenyan 
official who deals with such matters, and you know she has a FAKE Kenya ID, how would 
you react?


If you have her arrested and charged with having a fake ID, or being in Kenya illegally, you 
know that Israel will consider you personally as their enemy. Would you risk it?


What about if you are the University of Nairobi Vice Chancellor - or whomever deals with 
cases of fraud/Fake KCSE Certificates at UoN - would you push to expel her from 
campus for using a fake KCSE certificate to get enrolled at the university?


Israel might calculate that no one would dare investigate Ann for the fake ID/fake KCSE 
certificate.


Would Mossad take that chance, and send Ann back to Nairobi? Time will tell.


Meet the Mossad-Kenyans 

Mossad (and other Israeli spy agencies) operate very differently from ALL other spy 
agencies.


1. For instance, if you were told that a Russian, American, French or British spy agency 
had 50 agents embedded into Kenyan society, where they present themselves as Kenyan 
natives - and are therefore Black/Arab-looking, or mixed-race - and you are a small time 
shopkeeper in rural Kenya, or a peasant farmer, you would know that it is next to 
impossible for that agent to be embedded into you.




What would their interest in you be?


However, Mossad (and other Israeli spy agencies) could actually have a Mossad-Kenyan 
embedded into a Kenyan peasant, because they would have calculated that such an 
agent could eventually give them access to a certain VIP Kenyan.


Example: You could be a peasant, but you have a cousin who is married to a Kenyan VIP. 
If Mossad desperately want access to the VIP, and could not do it directly, or through the 
spouse, then, even a peasant cousin would do, even if the peasant is not close to the VIP 
cousin.


Mossad strategists would have calculated that, closeness to the aloof VIP could be 
cultivated in future, once their Mossad-Kenyan is embedded to the peasant relative.


2. If a spy for a non-Israeli agency was told to get married to a certain targeted person, 
and get children with the person, they would rather defect than do that.


Mossad-Kenyans - and other Mossad agents operating as natives of other countries - will 
gladly get married to whomever their bosses tell them to, and even start a family with that 
person.


In the case of the outed Mossad-Kenyan “Ann Mwangi Mvurya”, the girl was reported to 
have been pregnant, and apparently, the Kenyan politician she was embedded to was the 
person responsible.


The Kenyan politician - Nairobi Governor Mike Sonko - could never imagine that his 
mistress, who is even ready to start a family with him, was doing so because it was part 
of her job description.


Hats off to Mossad. 




National Security 

When a Mossad-Kenyan is embedded to a Kenyan VIP, this presents various potential 
dangers to the country.


One might look at the outed Mossad-Kenyan “Ann Mwangi Mvurya” and conclude that 
she must be harmless, because “she looks harmless”. However, she was acting on orders 
from her superiors in Mossad, and if she was ordered to kill a Kenyan VIP, she would have 
done it.


A Mossad-Kenyan embedded to a Kenyan VIP also gets access to other Kenyan VIPs. 
That presents a very serious problem when the Mossad-Kenyan has not yet been outed.


If I worked for Kenya security services, and it was my job to deal with this matters, this is 
how I would go about it:


I would quietly study closely the details of the people closest to the politician I believe has 
90% probability that Mossad already have their agent embedded into him. I am almost 
certain I would be able to prove, at the minimum, that a person close to him is not who 
he/she says they are.


NOTE: 

1. If I was told I have been given 1 week to out the Mossad-Kenyans I can within that time 
period, and given the resources I need, I would immediately look at people very close to 3 
Kenyans - the politician mentioned above, and 2 other Kenyans who are not politicians, 
who I know are also very likely candidates to have Mossad-Kenyans embedded into 
them.


2. I have outed “Ann Mwangi Mvurya” as a Mossad-Kenyan - though I have never met her 
- by studying the information about her that is publicly available.


However, doing the converse i.e. outing Mossad-Kenyans embedded to people I believe 
are likely targets to have a Mossad-Kenyan embedded into them, cannot be done without 



more resources, in cases where the Mossad-Kenyan keeps a very low profile, or has 
ZERO online profile.


3. The fact that the Mossad-Kenyans outed already are both female, does not mean that 
Mossad only uses females in this type of schemes. They use males, too. For instance, 
they send their agent to seduce a particular woman they want him to be embedded into.


It is almost impossible for the man to fail to win the woman, whether she is married or 
not. This is because they have the advantage of listening to her deepest secrets. If she is 
married, they will know about the state of their marriage, and potential areas of conflict.


They will also know what the lady likes, that the husband does not do or doesn’t have e.g. 
The husband might keep a beard, yet she hates that. The agent sent to her will be clean 
shaven.


Mossad also has the advantage in that they have the resources to start a rumour, and 
make it seem to be true. If they want to break a marriage that is strong, they might start a 
very believable rumour about one spouse cheating…


Does Ilhan Omar ring a bell?


Colonise Kenya by ALL Means Necessary 

It is obvious that there is a very serious plot to conquer and colonise Kenya through the 
back-door.


Some naive Kenyan might argue that, if Kenya was colonised by Israel - a 1st world 
country - then it would be a good thing, since we might also end up being a 1st world 
economy.


Wrong. The suffering Kenyans would experience would be at leat 1,000,000 times what 
was experienced during the time the country was colonised by the United Kingdom.




If they manage to conquer Kenya through the back-door - by propping up an undetected 
Mossad-Kenyan as president - this how Kenya would look like:


1. Kenya would be praised as one of the most progressive nations on earth. A Mossad-
Kenyan - Ms Mvurya or some other undetected Mossad-Kenyan- would be president of 
Kenya.


Kenya would have an openly gay Vice President. Transgenders would be seen as heroes 
and heroines. The most popular socialite/online influencer would be a drag queen .


If you opposed the direction the country was heading to, “they” would know about it, 
through backdoors in computers, phones and other electronic devices. They would then 
shadow ban you, so that what you write online cannot be seen by anyone else.


If you decided to appeal to Kenyans directly about the need to turn away from “the evil 
the government is advocating”, by addressing them in markets and social gatherings, 
“they” will find a way to make sure you lose your job, and if you are a businessman, they 
will find ways to make sure your business collapses.


Most people would surrender at this stage.


However, if you decide that you would rather die than see Kenya turned to the “devil’s 
kingdom”, and continue your activism against the Mossad-Kenyan rulers, “they” would 
eventually find a reason to have you charged in court on trumped up charges and 
imprisoned.


When “they” send you to prison, your spirits will still be high. You will think about all the 
great people who have been imprisoned while fighting for the freedom of their people - 
Jomo Kenyatta, Nelson Mandela, and many others.


You will tell yourself: “They will beat me, deny me food, but I will persevere…”


However, “they” will not beat you, nor deny you food. “They” will send several hardcore 
criminals serving life sentences to be your cell mates. They will be promised that, if they 
cooperate, their sentences would be reduced, and they would be freed.




Your cell-mates job would be to sodomise you, by force. Not once. Not twice. But 
regularly.


By the time you will be released, you will be a completely broken man.


2. Your 7 year old son will come to you with this request: “Dad, please send me to 
hospital to be changed into a girl…”


You will say no.


The police will arrest you for child neglect, and send you to jail. Your son will then be sent 
to be cared for by a gay couple. The first thing his foster parents will do, is take him to 
hospital for gender-change surgery.


3. Women throughout Kenya will be scared of going to public bathrooms. A lady will go to 
a hotel bathroom, only to find a hairy-chested “Carol” applying make-up…


SOURCES: 

https://kenyaiforum.net/   
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